SERVICE DOCUMENT: MORTGAGES
This document is a courtesy translation. In case of differences, the Dutch version prevails. This document
cannot be used for legal action.
This document states the services we offer and the costs associated. Other financial service providers have a
similar document. This allows you to compare our services and prices with others to choose the best fit for
you.
Please note: This document states our general services and fees. This information does not provide
detailed information for your specific situation. It is therefore important to make sure that you always
make arrangements with your financial service provider.
Gathering information
Are you looking to take out a loan for your home? Maybe you want to buy a house and need a loan, or
you’re thinking about a new loan because have reached the end of your fixed-rate period. Keep reading to
find your what we can do for your and how much our services cost. When you are in such a situation, you
will have questions and a lot to think about. For example:
•
•
•
•

What is the amount you wish to borrow?
Your loan requires monthly payments. The interest rate is not the same at every bank and/or
insurance provider.
You need to pay off the loan. There are many ways to do this and you need to consider all the
options.
Sometimes it is wise to take out insurance with the loan.

Read through this document to see how we can help you find answers to your questions, and what the costs
associated with our advice are.
SUMMARY: WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
We are a financial service provided. Please see our services listed below. There are five types of activities
that service providers can provide. Please note that not all financial services providers offer all five types. Of
the services below, we provide those that are bolded. We do not provide those that are not bolded. For more
information about each service, please see pages 2 and 3.
THE MORTGAGE: We can provide advice about mortgages from other providers. We will ensure that
you get a contract from the provider of your choice.

INSURANCE WITH YOUR MORTGAGE: We can provide advice about insurance from other providers.
We will ensure that you get a contract from the provider of your choice.

AVERAGE COSTS
Advice
€ 1500

Fee for finalising services
€ 995

Combined cost
€ 2495
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DETAILS ABOUT SERVICES: What we can do for you

1. ANALYSIS:
What are your
personal
circumstances?

We start by analysing your personal situation. Only after we have a
good idea about your personal circumstances can we give you sound
advice. We will answer the following questions together, among
others:
• What do you already know about possible financial solutions? And
do you have experience with any of these?
• What do you want for and how much can you afford to pay?
• How much security do you wish to have? How much risk can you
stand to take and how much risk are you willing to take?

2. ADVICE:
Which financial
solution is best
for you and your
circumstances?

Once we have a clear idea of your personal circumstances, what you
want, and we have a good idea of who you are, will analyse the
information we have gathered. We will then present you with a
financial solution that matches your unique situation.
THE MORTGAGE
Once we have looked at the best financial solution for your situation
and your wants, we will help you find a suitable product. To do this,
we compare a small number of mortgages for you. We will determine
which mortgages fit you and your situation best. Then, we will make a
comparison of several service providers’ mortgages for you. Please
note that we work with several suppliers.

3. RESEARCH:
Which provider’s
financial solution
suits you best?
*What we offer is
in the bolded box.

No product
comparisons

Comparison of a
small number of
products

Comparison of a
large number of
products

We only provide advice about other providers’ products.
INSURANCE WITH THE MORTGAGE
Once we have looked at the best financial solution for your situation
and your wants, we will help you find a suitable product. To do this,
we compare a small number of insurance packages for you. We will
determine which insurance packages fit you and your situation best.
Then, we will make a comparison of several service providers’
insurance packages for you. Please note that we work with several
suppliers.
No product
comparisons

Comparison of a
small number of
products

Comparison of a large
number of products

We only provide advice about other providers’ products.
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4. CONTRACT:
Once you have
made your
decision, we can
help you secure
the contracts.

5. FOLLOW-UP:
Once you have
the contract, we
will keep track to
make sure that
everything
proceeds
smoothly.

Once we have provided you with our advice, it’s up to you to make a
decision. If you wish we can ensure that you get the contracts.

The contracts are often for a long period of time. After you’ve signed
the contract, your personal circumstances may change. The product
you’ve chosen may no longer fit into your future circumstances. It’s
important to know that you have a right to request information about
important changes within the product, among other things, during the
duration of your contract.
Please note: What financial service providers can offer you after
you’ve signed your contracts can be very different. Make sure you
know exactly what they can provide you after the contracts are
signed and the fees associated.
In addition to our legal obligations, we can provide follow-up services
after the contracts are signed. Please ask us what you can expect from
us. Fees for these services are charged separately via monthly
subscription, a set fee, or an hourly fee.
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Costs: How much can you expect to pay?
Costs for the services we provide.
Average costs
Advice
Fee for finalising
services
Combined fees

€ 1500
€ 995
€ 2495

These fees are billed separately via a set fee or an hourly fee.
The amount you will be invoiced is dependent upon the services that you choose.
You can use this document when making clear, concrete agreements with us about the services we provide.
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